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Abstract. MediaEval is a multimedia benchmarking initiative which
seeks to evaluate new algorithms for multimedia access and retrieval.
MediaEval emphasizes the ”multi” in multimedia, including tasks combining various facet combinations of speech, audio, visual content, tags,
users, and context. MediaEval innovates new tasks and techniques focusing on the human and social aspects of multimedia content in a community driven setting. The initiative provides a platform for researchers
to organize benchmark tasks within a planned annual timeline and to
report results at an end of campaign workshop. MediaEval 2019 marks
the 10th anniversary of the foundation of MediaEval. This presentation
will briefly overview 10 years of MediaEval campaigns and summarize
current activities within the MediaEval 2019 campaign.
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MediaEval 2017) both hosted in Dublin.
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Centre. He holds B.Eng. and PhD degrees from the University of Bristol,
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